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ARRANGE FOR SUCCESS
Change Your Thinking,
Change Your Surroundings,
Change your Life!

Take a moment right now to picture yourself thriving in your career - imagine the
complete experience - the power you feel as a success, your creative ability, how
productive you are, and how much others appreciate you. Feels good, doesn't it?
Welcome to Arrange

for Success Business Mentoring program!

This program is based on the concepts of feng shui, space clearing, the power of
intentions as well as modern day aspects of doing business in the 21st century.
Being successful to some people may mean being on the cover of People magazine, or
being listed as number 1 in their field, or achieving a certain level of income. All those
things are great, however our focus in this course is identifying what would make YOU
feel successful, and how that success would translate and FEEL in your life. The number 8
is a number that resonates with the energy of prosperity and abundance. The course is 8
weeks long to enhance that energy of prosperity in your life, and to give you a step by
step approach in achieving YOUR success.
As an entrepreneur in the 21st century, you may be well acquainted with some of the
practices in this program, and some might be entirely new. I encourage to you do all the
weekly ‘homework’ assignments, even those that you feel you ‘know’ already. If it’s total
a review, super! My goal is that is might stimulate you to think of this in a new way, or
uncover some aspect that you had not seen before.
If you are brand new to running your own business, I will be giving reference information
in each section for more in-depth learning that you might want to explore. This mentoring
program, is not meant to help you with your accounting system, or tax laws, but offer you
the higher level perspective of designing your business energetically, with success in
mind.
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The 8 week program is structured as follows:
Week 1:
Your business and You: a Vision, A mission, a Life path. This week is devoted to taking a
look at why you are in this profession, and what you are offering the world.
Week 2:
Make Way for Success: Clutter clearing at every level.
Week 3:
Your products and services: Viewing it through your clients eyes
Week 4:
The energy of your physical space Part 1: Looking at your office space or where you do
most of your work; does it relate to your goals, your core values, your mission?
Week 5:
The energy of your physical space Part 2: Adding the energy of prosperity and
abundance, reducing your debt, and drawing to you the perfect clients, and creating a
healthy and uplifting work area.
Week 6:
The energy of your e-space: How do you appear to the world? Applying feng shui
principals to your web presence.
Week 7:
Shining your LIGHT! Marketing your marvelous self in the 21st century: Sharing and Caring
and ways to market yourself and your services FOR FREE using the internet, networking
and talking to people!
Week 8:
The power of Gratitude, are you using it?
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About Feng Shui :
Feng Shui isn’t just about your stuff or how you place your stuff in your environment.
If you are a novice to feng shui, this program will give you the background to make some
adjustments to your space, and will enhance and support you and your business. If you
are feng shui expert, you will now be applying those same principals to all aspects of
your business.
Feng Shui begins with an awareness of what energizes and uplifts you and what depletes
you. If it feels good, it’s good Feng Shui. If it feels bad, it’s bad Feng Shui. Sounds pretty
simple doesn’t it? It’s always better to be around or focus on what feels good or
energizes you than it is to be around something that drains and depletes you.
That same principal can be applied to more than just your lobby, treatment room, or
office. It is something that be applied to all aspects of life.
We are profoundly affected by the environments we inhabit. Our office is literally a
reflection of who we are - symbolically, our inner world is mirrored and reflected in our
outer world. And if we change our thoughts, and our surroundings we can improve the
quality of our lives!
Take a look around you; what does your home or office say about you - the person that
works there? Does your space reflect how you see yourself? How you view and value
your clients? Does it reflect care, comfort, confidence, and success? And Prosperity?
Feng Shui is about connecting to your inner awareness by aligning your thoughts, your
actions and your environment with your intention.
Are you ready to take the first step?

"Seldom does an individual exceed his own expectations."
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